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ABSTRACT

Contrastive learning constitutes an emerging branch of self-
supervised learning that leverages large amounts of unla-
beled data, by learning a latent space, where pairs of differ-
ent views of the same sample are associated. In this paper,
we propose musical source association as a pair genera-
tion strategy in the context of contrastive music represen-
tation learning. To this end, we modify COLA, a widely
used contrastive learning audio framework, to learn to as-
sociate a song excerpt with a stochastically selected and
automatically extracted vocal or instrumental source. We
further introduce a novel modification to the contrastive
loss to incorporate information about the existence or ab-
sence of specific sources. Our experimental evaluation in
three different downstream tasks (music auto-tagging, in-
strument classification and music genre classification) us-
ing the publicly available Magna-Tag-A-Tune (MTAT) as
a pre-training dataset yields competitive results to existing
literature methods, as well as faster network convergence.
The results also show that this pre-training method can be
steered towards specific features, according to the selected
musical source, while also being dependent on the quality
of the separated sources.

1. INTRODUCTION

Self-supervised learning (SSL) [1,2] has recently emerged
as a learning paradigm that can take advantage of large,
unlabelled datasets. An approach that has gained traction
in multiple domains involves contrastive learning [3–8],
where positive pairs of different views of samples, created
by suitable augmentation pipelines, are projected in a la-
tent space where projections of each pair are enforced to
be as close as possible, while deviating from projections
of other pairs. This process can be utilized for pre-training
neural networks that can then be fine-tuned to a specific
task-at-hand, or by using directly the learned representa-
tions as feature vectors for supervised downstream tasks.

In the case of music processing, contrastive SSL has proven
competitive to fully supervised alternatives in tasks such as
music auto-tagging [9,10], genre recognition [10] and mu-
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sic recommendation [11] by means of either large music
collections [10], or sufficiently sized out-of-domain datasets
[7,12]. Moreover, a recent development concerns the trans-
fer of contrastive learning in a multimodal setting, combin-
ing information between, i.e., audio and text [13, 14].

An important part of every contrastive learning paradigm
is the method used to create the positive pairs. Its impor-
tance is profound, since it can lead to large variations in the
performance of downstream tasks [4, 9]. In audio repre-
sentation learning, the most basic methodology for gener-
ating positive pairs is cropping different segments from the
same audio clip [7], which, in most cases, is also included
in more sophisticated augmentation pipelines. In the case
of time-frequency representations, inspired by SpecAug-
ment [15], time and frequency masking, pitch shifting, and
temporal warping can be applied [10,11,16], whereas aug-
mentation pipelines employed for raw audio may involve
polarity shift, artificial reverberation, pitch shifting, gain
reduction, or additive noise [9].

Musical pieces usually consist of multiple musical sources,
highly coordinated in terms of tonality and rhythm. Be-
sides the harmonic properties of the co-playing sources,
the existence or absence of a particular source in a piece
also carries semantic information; classical music rarely
contains vocals, with the exception of chorals, drums and
bass are more prominent in rock or electronic songs, etc.
Finally, each of the co-playing sources conveys distinct in-
formation about the genre and rhythmical, or high-level,
properties of the musical piece. Motivated by the above, in
this work we propose musical source association (MSA) 1

as a pretext task for audio representation learning, where
a neural network learns to associate song excerpts with ei-
ther a stochastically selected (multi-source) or a particular
(source-targeted) vocal or instrumental source. The pro-
posed framework also utilizes semantic information, by
taking into account the existence or absence of particu-
lar sources in each excerpt. This diverges from a num-
ber of research works in the literature that utilize a spe-
cific source, such as the singing voice [17–19] or percus-
sion [20, 21]. Application of our proposed methodology
on top of COLA [7], a popular self-supervised audio rep-
resentation learning framework indicates that it can yield
competitive results to a number of positive pair creation
strategies [9, 10] in three downstream tasks. We further
show that models trained to associate song excerpts with a
particular source can be steered towards recognizing musi-

1 Code/models available: https://github.com/cgaroufis/MSCOL SMC23
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Figure 1. An overview of our proposed framework for learning audio representations, where pairs of song excerpts with
a corresponding source are used to pre-train an encoder network through a contrastive loss objective. This enforces the
representations of each pair to be close in a latent space, and the representations of different pairs to be further apart.

cal properties tied to this instrumental source. Finally, we
repeat the study conducted in [22] concerning the clarity
of the separated sources, with the results indicating that in
contrast to the case of environmental sounds [22], the qual-
ity of the learned representations correlates with the clarity
of the separated musical sources.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We dis-
cuss the related literature in Sec. 2, and present our pro-
posed methodology in Sec. 3. Sec. 4 describes the datasets
used in this work, as well as the preprocessing applied
upon them, while in Sec. 5 we outline our experimental
setup. The results are presented and discussed, for both
multi-source and source-targeted models, in Sec. 6, while
we draw some final conclusions in Sec. 7.

2. RELATED WORK

During recent years, a multitude of frameworks suited for
contrastive SSL from musical signals have appeared in the
literature. These frameworks can be decomposed into a
number of distinct components: i) the augmentation pipeline
that is used to generate the positive pair of different views,
ii) the backbone encoder that learns the intermediate rep-
resentations, iii) the projection head, where the resulting
representations are projected, and iv) the contrastive loss
function that is applied upon the projected representations.

COLA [7] constitutes a simple, yet effective framework
for contrastive audio representation learning in the time-
frequency domain, operating on mel-spectrograms. Anchor-
positive pairs are generated by cropping different temporal
segments of the same mel-spectrogram, and then processed
through an EfficientNet-B0 [23] backbone, to provide an
embedding of fixed length. To formulate a learning objec-
tive upon these embeddings, the network is tasked to iden-
tify the positives that correspond to each anchor within a
batch. Embeddings learned from a sufficiently large pre-
training dataset [24] showed to have high generalization
ability across different speech and music tasks.

Numerous works in music representation learning utilize
this core methodology, altering some of its components.
For instance, [10] propose utilizing a backbone based on
Swin-Transformers [25] in conjunction with a data-driven
augmentation pipeline, which involves time cropping, pitch
shifting, time warping, and stochastic masking of the spec-
trograms in both time and frequency axes. Moreover, a
number of positive mining strategies and loss function for-
mulations on top of a CNN backbone are compared in [11].
In [9], the authors successfully applied these principles in
the waveform domain, by designing a series of augmenta-
tions applied in the waveform level, and then a suitable
encoder based on SampleCNN [26] for learning the in-
termediate representations. Finally, utilization of editorial
metadata in the form of information about the artist, album,
and others, has also been proposed for pair mining in [27],
yielding good results in a number of downstream tasks.

Another category of pretext tasks utilized for learning
high-level audio representations is based on source separa-
tion. In [28], additive mixtures of audio excerpts are used
in conjuction with their components as input pairs, which
the authors expand on in [22] by using an unsupervised
source separation system [29] to extract separated views
of the initial audio segment. In music signal processing,
similarities between song excerpts and the corresponding
vocals have been exploited, using triplet losses [17, 18] or
batch-wise contrastive losses [19], usually for the task of
artist identification. Furthermore, in [20] the positive pairs
are created using the percussive part of a music segment
and its non-percussive accompaniment, without temporal
cropping – an idea that was expanded in [21]. The fea-
tures learned this way were shown to outperform previous
methods in the task of beat synchrony prediction.

3. METHODOLOGY

An overview of our proposed approach is displayed in Fig. 1.
Building upon the COLA [7] framework, pairs of song ex-
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cerpts and a corresponding source are used to pre-train an
encoder via a contrastive loss objective. The encoder is
tasked to maximize a similarity measure between learned
representations of the song excerpt and its separated source,
while minimizing it for song excerpts and separated sources
from different input songs. Afterwards, these representa-
tions can be used for other downstream tasks.

3.1 Positive Pair Creation

We consider the additive mixture model for musical sig-
nals, where each signal can be decomposed in M co-playing
sources, which can be either active or silent. Thus, we gen-
erate positive pairs by matching each song excerpt (further
denoted as anchor) with a time-shifted version of an ex-
tracted source from the same excerpt (denoted as positive),
such as the vocals or one of the instruments. Association of
a musical excerpt with an isolated source enables its eas-
ier association with sonic or high-level properties tied to
a particular source. Furthermore, time-shifting the source
excerpt, similar to [7], both allows the network to learn
long-term dependencies in the audio and acts as data aug-
mentation, increasing the positive pairs seen during train-
ing. This framework can be used to train either models
targeted to the association of song excerpts with multiple
sources, or a particular, source-targeted one (such as the
vocals, the melodic accompaniment, the percussion, etc).

We note that in both cases, each batch contains source ex-
cerpts from the same musical source; thus, they have sim-
ilar timbre, increasing the specificity of the learned repre-
sentations. Furthermore, in the case of models trained on
multiple sources, each batch may either include only non-
silent source segments, or source segments sampled from
the whole training set, which could contain silence. Sole
utilization of the first approach discards a large portion of
training data and prevents the model from learning seman-
tic information pertaining to the existence or absence of a
source. On the other hand, the second approach on its own
yields, due to the appearance of multiple silent segments
per batch, a smaller effective batch size, which is detrimen-
tal to learning useful representations from SSL [4, 7, 9].

3.2 Network Backbone

Similar to [7], the encoder network is based on EfficientNet-
B0 [23]. In more detail, it consists of a series of inverted
residual depthwise-convolutional blocks with linear bottle-
necks [30], grouped in stages, with each stage gradually
reducing the resolution of its input. The output tensor of
the last stage is flattened via a global max pooling opera-
tion, to acquire an one-dimensional feature vector for each
input instance, with fixed size equal to 1280. On top of
the encoder, we apply a linear projection head to obtain
an embedding vector, of dimensionality equal to 512, fol-
lowed by a Layer Normalization and a tanh() activation.

3.3 Contrastive Loss Objective

Contrastive learning methods apply the loss function upon
the projected representations of their inputs within-batch,
i.e., they try to identify the instances that correspond to

the respective anchors among other instances in the batch.
However, in the cases where the selected source spectro-
gram is silent, the same positive instance will correspond
to multiple anchor spectrograms, generating thus false pos-
itives. Thus, before applying a similarity function between
the embedding pairs, we aggregate all embeddings of silent
source instances into a single embedding vector, ȳ. Com-
parisons are performed within-batch; for pairs where the
positive example corresponds to an active source, the em-
beddings of the anchor are encouraged to be close to the
embeddings of their positive pair, while far from those of
the other positive instances in each batch. Similarly, for
anchor excerpts with a silent source, the embeddings are
attracted to the within-batch centroid of the silent positive
embeddings, and repelled from all other instances corre-
sponding to active sources. Following [7], the bilinear
similarity is used as the similarity function between two
instances y, ŷ, defined as:

s(y, ŷ) = yTWŷ, (1)

where W denotes the corresponding bilinear coefficient
matrix, implemented as an additional learnable linear layer
that is applied upon ŷ. To formulate a loss objective upon
the pair similarities, the softmax function is applied upon
the batch similarity matrix, with a temperature parameter
T , and a binary cross-entropy loss function is estimated
from the computed logits:

L = −
X

y∈S

log
exp(s(y, ŷ)/T )P

z∈S∗−(exp(s(y, z)/T ))
. (2)

This loss is similar to the variant of the NT-XEnt loss [31]
used in [7], but is modified to accomodate the false posi-
tives from including silent source excerpts. In particular, S
denotes the set of anchor embeddings in the current batch,
but S∗− now denotes the modified distractor embeddings,
namely, the intact embeddings of the non-silent positives
and the centroid of the embeddings of the silent positives.

4. DATA AND PREPROCESSING

Datasets: As our pre-training dataset, we would ideally
want to utilize a large dataset of music tracks, paired with
their isolated musical sources. However, no such dataset is
publicly avaliable, with the most popular dataset for bench-
marking music source separation algorithms [32] having a
total duration of around 10 hours. An intriguing alternative
stems from the increase in the performance of automatic
audio source separation algorithms in recent years [33–36],
which allows the creation of large datasets consisting of
high-quality automatically separated sources. However,
the process of extracting the various sources from large un-
labelled music collections is time-consuming. As a result,
we utilized the Magna-Tag-A-Tune (MTAT) dataset [37],
which includes 25863 song clips, sampled at 16 kHz, with
a duration of 30 seconds each, leading to a total duration of
215 hours. This allows for the acquisition of the estimated
source excerpts via automatic source separation algorithms
in a sensible time period, while being sufficiently large for
self-supervised audio pre-training [9, 13].
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Each of the song clips in MTAT is associated with a num-
ber of tags. MTAT contains a total of 188 unique tags, out
of which the top 50 are used as a popular benchmark for
music auto-tagging. In this work, we use the filtered ver-
sion of MTAT presented in [38] which includes only sam-
ples associated with any of the 50 most frequent tags.

Concerning the downstream tasks, we re-used MTAT for
the task of music auto-tagging. Moreover, to examine the
cross-dataset generalization of our approach, we utilized
NSynth [39] for the instrument family classification task,
and the small subset of the FMA dataset [40] for the task of
genre classification. NSynth includes approximately 300000
monophonic note instances from 11 instrument families,
sampled at 16 kHz, whereas the small subset of the FMA
dataset contains 8000 song excerpts, each 30 seconds long,
sampled at 16 kHz, and equally split into 8 root genres.

Data Preprocessing: All audio segments corresponding
to MTAT were sliced into 4-sec chunks, and mel-spec-
trograms were extracted using a window size of 25ms, a
hop length of 10ms, and 64 mel bands, following [7]. Since
in [7] an input segment length of 1 second is utilized, ran-
dom segments of 98 frames were cropped, at each training
iteration, for both anchor and source samples.

To acquire the audio excerpts corresponding to various
musical sources, we used the open-source open-unmix [41]
framework for music source separation, which decomposes
a musical mixture into the vocal track, the bass track, the
drums, and the melodic accompaniment. Open-unmix op-
erates on the time-frequency domain, and specifically in
the STFT magnitude, estimating soft masks for each source,
which are then applied in the STFT of the mixture to iso-
late them. The song excerpts were upsampled to 44.1 kHz
for compatibility purposes, and the extracted sources were
downsampled to 16 kHz before spectrogram computation.
As a further pre-processing step, after inspecting the en-
ergy of the extracted sources, we replaced all source ex-
cerpts with a mean absolute value below 0.01 with silence.
We observe that with the exception of the melodic accom-
paniment (“Other”), the rest of the sources are active for
less than half of the audio segments; in particular, 44.67 %
of the bass segments, 41.94 % of the drum segments, 87.72
% of the melodic accompaniment segments and 31.50 % of
the vocal segments in the training set are active.

5. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

The training procedure was split into two stages: a) self-
supervised pre-training of the encoder along with the pro-
jection head and b) training of a shallow classifier upon
the learned encoded representations (freezing the encoder
and dropping the projection head). Models were trained
for both source-targeted (single-source) and multi-source
cases. In the former case, the positive pairs were created
only from one extracted source, while in the latter case,
a source was selected at random for each batch. In both
cases, the encoder and the projection head were trained via
the contrastive loss objective defined in Eq. (2), using T =
0.2. The training procedure lasted 10000 steps (approxi-
mately 800 epochs for MTAT), with each step consisting
of 64 batches; due to GPU limitations, each batch con-

sisted of 128 positive pairs. Adam was used for the self-
supervised pre-training with an initial learning rate equal
to 0.001, which was halved after 5000 steps. During pre-
training, we only use the training subset of MTAT 2 , cor-
responding to unseen testing data. The pretext task perfor-
mance at the validation set was used for early stopping; we
halted pre-training after the running average of the valida-
tion loss over 1000 steps did not improve.

Concerning the training of the downstream classifiers, in
the case of MTAT, the common 12:1:3 split between train-
ing, validation and testing data [9,42] was employed, while
for both NSynth and FMA we utilized the default splits be-
tween training, validation and testing data: in the case of
NSynth, the training, validation and testing sets consist of
289205, 12678, and 4096 audio segments, while for FMA,
the data are split in a stratified 8:1:1 ratio into the respective
splits. For the cases of MTAT and FMA, we directly used a
linear classifier, while for NSynth, we used an intermediate
layer with 512 neurons and a ReLU activation function, as
in [13, 43]. The classifiers were trained using Adam with
a learning rate of 0.0005 for MTAT and FMA and 0.0003
for NSynth, and a batch size of 128, while early stopping
was applied with a patience of 5 epochs. Since music
auto-tagging constitutes a multi-instance multi-label task,
we use the categorical cross-entropy as its loss function,
and report on the macro average ROC-AUC and PR-AUC
values over all tags. On the other hand, for both instru-
ment family classification and music genre classification,
the binary cross-entropy is used as the loss function and the
weighted accuracy (WA, %) as the evaluation metric. Dur-
ing evaluation, all models receive 1-sec audio segments,
and aggregate the predictions for each instance via aver-
aging the per-segment predictions. We further note that
all downstream classification experiments were repeated 5
times, and we report on their average scores. To assess the
statistical significance of the results, t-tests were performed
between the results of the repeated experiments.

We compared our proposed methodology (MSA, music
source association) against the following baselines, which
we retrain using the same pre-training dataset:

• The unmodified COLA [7] framework, where the
positive pairs were created by choosing different seg-
ments of the same audio clip.

• The encoder, projection and contrastive loss used
in [7], coupled with the data-driven methodology to
create positive pairs described in [10], denoted here
as MWS (masking, warping and shifting).

• The proposed methodology, but instead of using a
fully trained source extractor for obtaining the posi-
tive instances, the various sources are extracted from
a randomly initialized, untrained variant of open-
unmix [41]. This way, we investigate whether tar-
geted masking of the input helps in learning useful
representations as opposed to random soft masking.

Finally, we compare our method to CLMR [9], a wave-
form-based contrastive learning framework for music, which
was also trained on MTAT as a pre-training dataset.

2 According to the split in https://github.com/jongpillee/music dataset split
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SSL Framework MTAT MTAT∗ NSynth FMA
ROC-AUC PR-AUC ROC-AUC PR-AUC WA (%) WA (%)

CLMR [9] - - 0.887 0.356 - 0.484
COLA [7] 0.886 0.396 0.880 0.334 0.593 0.460

COLA [7] + MWS [10] 0.898 0.425 0.892 0.358 0.645 0.493
COLA [7] + Random Mask 0.883 0.390 0.880 0.337 0.632 0.476

COLA [7] + MSA (ours) 0.900 0.429 0.895 0.361 0.627 0.510

Table 1. Performance of the pre-trained representations in MTAT in different downstream tasks: music auto-tagging (MTAT
and MTAT∗), instrument classification (NSynth) and genre classification (FMA), according to the strategy used for gener-
ating the positive pairs. The results for CLMR are collected from [9] and [10].

Configuration MTAT MTAT∗ NSynth FMA
ROC-AUC PR-AUC ROC-AUC PR-AUC WA (%) WA (%)

COLA [7] + MSA 0.900 0.429 0.895 0.361 0.627 0.510
NSV1 0.896 0.418 0.891 0.351 0.648 0.501
NSV2 0.895 0.418 0.890 0.354 0.645 0.486

A1 0.898 0.424 0.893 0.358 0.635 0.499
A2 0.897 0.423 0.892 0.357 0.653 0.504
A3 0.841 0.310 0.838 0.262 0.537 0.425

Table 2. Ablation study on the effect of the batch composition on the performance in different downstream tasks.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1 Multi-Source Models

Comparison to Baselines: The performance of our pro-
posed method in all three downstream tasks, in compari-
son to the baselines mentioned above, is presented in Ta-
ble 1. For easier comparison with the literature, we report
results on both filtered (MTAT) and unfiltered (MTAT∗)
versions of MTAT. We observe that MSA outperforms both
the COLA baseline [7] and application of random soft bi-
nary masks (COLA + Random Mask) on both versions of
MTAT, at a statistical significance level of p < 0.01 for
all metrics. In fact, the performance of the random soft
masking variant of MSA is similar to COLA (p > 0.005
for all metrics after Bonferroni correction), indicating that
unstructured masking of the spectrograms on its own can-
not provide sufficient information towards learning useful
intermediate representations. Furthermore, we note that
our method performs comparably (p > 0.005 for all met-
rics post-Bonferroni) to the data-driven MWS methodol-
ogy for creating the positive pairs, even though we employ
a simpler augmentation pipeline – merely matching an au-
dio excerpt to a cropped segment of an extracted source.
In the cross-dataset setup, MSA only outperforms COLA
(p < 0.01) in the task of instrument classification, and both
COLA and COLA+Random Mask (p < 0.01) in genre
recognition, with no statistically significant difference with
MWS (p > 0.05). In comparison to CLMR [9], we ob-
serve that we obtain better results on FMA, while achiev-
ing comparable performance on MTAT∗. Finally, we note
that the performance gap between MTAT and MTAT∗ is
consistent with the literature [27].

Ablation Study: In order to investigate the properties of
our proposed framework, we perform an extensive ablation
study. The effect of incorporating silent source excerpts
during training is examined through the following variants:

• Non-Silent Variant #1 (NSV1): All batches contain
non-silent positive examples from the same source,

and silent source excerpts are discarded.

• Non-Silent Variant #2 (NSV2): Similar to NSV1,
but the source segments in each batch may corre-
spond to different sources.

Furthermore, the importance of performing time-shifting
to the source excerpts, modifying the loss function to incor-
porate silent segments, and constructing training batches
containing a single source per batch, is examined through
the following ablated variants, using the full training dataset:

• Ablation #1 (A1): Batches consist of positive pairs
that contain multiple, different sources in each batch.

• Ablation #2 (A2): The loss function of [7] is used
without the modification applied to accomodate the
false positives in the case of silent segments.

• Ablation #3 (A3): The source excerpts are tempo-
rally aligned with the corresponding song excerpt.

The results of this ablation study are displayed in Table 2.
We note that the proposed framework significantly outper-
forms all non-silent variants at the p < 0.001 level (after
Bonferroni correction) in music auto-tagging, and NSV2
(p < 0.01 post-Bonferroni) in genre recognition, indicat-
ing that incorporating silent segments assists in learning
useful features for these tasks. Compared to A1 and A2,
MSA achieves slightly higher (but not significant at the
p < 0.05 level) performance in these tasks, implying a
slight positive effect of the examined parameters. How-
ever, this trend is reversed in instrument classification, with
all examined variants, with the exception of A3, scoring at
least comparably to MSA, and A2 outperforming it at the
p < 0.05 level, indicating that the proposed loss is not
suitable for this task. Finally, A3 performs significantly
(p < 0.001) worse than MSA in all downstream tasks,
showing that time-shifting of the source excerpts plays a
critical role in learning informative representations.

Qualitiative Analysis: The evolution of the ROC-AUC
and PR-AUC scores in the downstream task of music auto-
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Source MTAT MTAT∗ NSynth FMA
ROC-AUC PR-AUC ROC-AUC PR-AUC WA (%) WA (%)

Bass 0.885 0.392 0.880 0.332 0.624 0.487
Drums 0.881 0.385 0.876 0.328 0.611 0.503

Accomp. 0.892 0.410 0.888 0.348 0.636 0.480
Vocals 0.896 0.412 0.891 0.348 0.632 0.481

None (COLA) 0.886 0.396 0.880 0.334 0.593 0.460
Multi-Source 0.900 0.429 0.895 0.361 0.627 0.510

Table 3. Performance of the pre-trained representations (from source-targeted models) in MTAT on different downstream
tasks, according to the source used for generating the positive pairs.

Figure 2. Evolution of the PR-AUC and ROC-AUC scores
on MTAT in the course of the self-supervised pre-training.

Figure 3. PR-AUC (left) and ROC-AUC (right) scores in
MTAT, for positive pairs using random (blue), degraded
(orange) and clear (green) source excerpts.

tagging in MTAT, as evaluated using embeddings from var-
ious checkpoints of the pre-training process, is shown in
Fig. 2. Interestingly, we note that our proposed methodol-
ogy (red line) increases its performance faster than its data-
driven counterpart [10] (green dashed line) at the early
stages of pre-training, reaching a PR-AUC score of 0.40
within 300 training steps. We assume that the musically
motivated pretext task of music source association allows
the network to quickly learn meaningful intermediate rep-
resentations. However, the multitude of generated pairs of
the data-driven MWS strategy, due to the inherent stochas-
ticity of the masking, pitch shifting and time warping oper-
ations (whereas only 4 different spectrogram excerpts, one
for each source, can be cropped in MSA), allows its perfor-
mance to catch up as pre-training progresses. This could
imply that the two strategies can be combined, by utilizing
them either in tandem or in succession.

To further investigate the necessity of utilizing separated
sources of high quality, we conducted an experiment sim-
ilar to [22] to examine the performance of MSA under
degrading sources. Thus, for each source, we trained an
instance of open-unmix [41] for just 2 epochs, using the
musdb18 [32] dataset. The ROC-AUC and PR-AUC met-
rics in MTAT when using the noisy source excerpts, com-
pared to both the completely random masks (COLA + Ran-
dom Mask) and the clear sources extracted from the fully
trained one, are displayed in Fig. 3. We observe that in

contrast to the case of unsupervised source separation of
environmental sounds [22], the pretext task of source asso-
ciation in musical signals is aided by high quality source
excerpts; even though noisy sources lead to worse results
(p < 0.001) than the output of the fully-trained open-
unmix, they still outperform (p < 0.01) random masking.

6.2 Source-Targeted Models

The results of the models trained to learn the association
between a song excerpt and a particular source are dis-
played in Table 3. We observe that, on average, the mod-
els trained using the vocals and the melodic accompani-
ment perform the best, with a PR-AUC score of 0.412 and
0.410 on MTAT, respectively, outperforming the COLA
baseline at the p < 0.05 level. On the other hand, the bass-
and drums-based models do not reach this performance,
recording scores slightly lower than the COLA baseline
in MTT and slightly higher in instrument classification,
with the exception of the genre recognition task, where
the drums-based model outperforms (albeit not on the p <
0.05 statistical significance level) all other source-targeted
models. However, with the exception of the instrument
classification task, none of these targeted models reach the
performance of the multi-source models, indicating that
utilization of multiple sources can be useful for the identi-
fication of various low or high-level musical traits.

Indeed, all sources contribute to the performance of the
multi-source model, since particular spectral, timbral or
higher-level characteristics are primarily associated with
each source. To visualize this, in Fig. 4, we display, for
the 20 most frequently appearing tags in MTAT, the dif-
ferential in the per-tag PR-AUC scores between COLA [7]
and the models trained with each of all 4 extracted sources:
bass, drums, the rest of the melodic accompaniment and
vocals. We observe that source-targeted models display
a specialization, according to the utilized source. For in-
stance, despite their overall low performance, the embed-
dings trained to associate song excerpts with the corre-
sponding percussion achieve relatively good performance
in rhythmic tags, such as fast and drums, as well as re-
lated genres such as techno. In the same vein, embeddings
trained on the melodic accompaniment display the high-
est tagging metrics in the recognition of accompanying in-
struments, such as guitar, piano, and violin, while those
trained using the corresponding vocals perform the best in
the related tags vocal, male, female and singing. Interest-
ingly, none of the source-targeted models outperform the
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Figure 4. Relative difference (PR-AUC) between the performance of embeddings derived from source-targeted models and
COLA-derived embeddings, in the 20 most frequent tags from the MTAT dataset.

COLA baseline in a number of tags, such as electronic.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated the suitability of musical
source association as a pretext task in the context of con-
trastive music representation learning. Results on three dif-
ferent downstream tasks indicate that our framework can
yield competitive results compared to recent literature meth-
ods for creating positive pairs under the same pre-training
dataset. Furthermore, we show that it can be used to steer
downstream classifiers toward specific sonic properties, by
using a single (vocal or instrumental) source for the asso-
ciation task. In the future, we would like to explore the
scalability of our findings in larger music collections, as
well as experiment with other musically motivated pretext
tasks, such as mining positive pairs from playlists. Another
interesting direction concerns examining the efficiency of
our approach in producing genre or high-level tags, using
single-track audio, i.e. the vocal track.
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